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The Historical Construction of the Image of the May 4th MoVement

by the CommuIIist Party ofCK的
Duan Zhiwen，Zhang Shuai

(Sc|I毫ooZ o厂脓括m，Z危e托口ng￡，凡西e昭i卯，日哗矗oⅡ3JD∞8)
Abstract：The May 4th Movement was a historic event with肿at innuence in modem China．0ver the

past 100 vearS。difkrent poIitical panies have c疵ed out difkrent historical interpretations and image con·

stllJction of the May 4th Movement．The image of the May 4th Movement constmcted by the Communist Party

of China occupies a dominant position in modem Chinese societv．The Communist Pany of China used I．evo·

lutionary discourse， class discourse and constlllction discourSe to constmct the world image， revolu“onary

image，mass image and modemized image of the May 4th Movement．The first three images were basically

stable before the founding of New China。while the last image ge瑚inated in the period of the New Demo·

cratic Revolution and鼬aduallv fin“zed心er the reform and opening up．The construction of the image of

the May 4th Movement bv the Communist Partv of China not only highlights the political difI．eI．ences with

other parties and makes itself politicaUv legitimate，but also plays an important I．ole and innuence in the mo·

bilization of revolution and constmction and cultuml inte舯tion．
Key words：Communist Partv of China；the May 4th Movement；image constmction；characteristics of

the discourse：f．unction and innuence

Fr咖Ellli2llte眦Ient to Ma嘲锄：the mstorical T舱nsfo珊ati仰of the May 4th Mov哪ent(1 1)
Bao Dawei

(＆^DoZ o厂Af僦厶，n，Z危e“(m岔￡肮i秽e，丐ity，而fn，功略^oⅡ3JoD28)
Abstract：After the New Cultural Movement，the concept of enlightenment political liberation domina卜

ed the theoretical direction of Chinese intellectuals．The enlightenment movement thus absorbed vast theoret．

ical tools in the name of Mr．Democracv and Mr．Science，including the ef孙rts to chan筘the customs，re·

shape the people and transfbnn the language．However，when the semi—colonial and semi—f．eudal intemal and

extemal crises broke the imagination of the enlightened politicaJ emancipation，the Chinese intellectuals then

be；!．an to consciously renect on the enlightenment limited to ideological chan霉re．】Ⅵeanwhile， the October

Revolution expressed another wav towards independent development by the people，which introduced】ⅥaD【·

ism as the new historical essence into the Mav 4th Movement．The Man【ist practice in the movement was

min对ed with anarchism，populism，syndicalism and other pan—left wing attributes．HoweVer，as the people

gradually
historical

gained
mlSSlOn

initiative in the anti—imperialist and anti—feudal revolution，Marxism began to take oVer the

of saving the country f而m the enlightenment．

Enlightenment；Man【ism；the May 4th Movement；reVolution

The Choice of Sourc鹤of TechIlicm Change and Demand for SHned Labor (19)

Liu Qiong，Le Junjie，Yao Xianguo

(5c^oof D厂凡6fic Af托d，丐，．ZheⅣcl，l髯C，凡如e，3f￡y，厶fan岸z^ou 3』泐8)
Abstract：This paper uses the World Bank’s 2012 corporate suIvey data to study the impact of inde-

pendent R＆D and technolo{w impons on the demand fbr high—skilled labor in China．Dealing with indolre·

nous problem by the traditional IV method and the IV method based on heteroscedasticity，this paper nnds

that independent R&D signi6cantly promotes the proponion of non—productive high—skiUed jobs such as

management and technology within the enterprise，but the technology impons show significant negatiVe ef．

fects．The article also finds that the impact of independent R＆D on high—skilled labor demand has obvious

heterogeneitv in diffbrent tvpes of enterprises．The signi6cant positive efkct on the skills could be only 6nd in
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non—export ente印rises and enterprises in the central and western regions，but not in expon enterprises and

eastern enterprises．However，the technology impons have a significant negative impact on the high—skilled

labor demand of all types of ente印rises．Funher analysis ofthe anicle shows that the labor endowment stmc-

ture and trade policy may be imponant reason for enterp“ses to choose unskilled—biased technology progress．

Key words：technology license；independent R&D；skilled 1abor；IV method

Fiscal Policy，Targeted PoVerty AUeViation and Rural Poor (28)

Zhang Pengfei
(5c^002 Q厂L曲or肌d Hum帆尺esoHrces，Ren赢凡‰劫eM豇)，妒吼in口，＆盯i愕，0嬲72)

Abstract：Based on the perspectiVe of mral poVerty，using panel data of 30 proVinces，autonomous re—

gions and municipalities f．rom 2007 to 20 1 6， this paper examines the impact of China’s fiscal policy on

poveny and the changes of the impact of fiscal policy on poveny after the targeted poveny aUeviation．The

study found that fiscal policy increased rural poVeny．This is mainly due to the insumcient“nancial funds，

low utilization efficiency， imped’ect financial investment in poverty alleviation， unreasonable expenditure

stmcture，prominent income redist“bution problems in poor mml areas，impe—bct entry mechanism and ab—

sence of exit mechanism of poverty alleviation in rural financial policies．Further study fbund that the impact

has been improved after the targeted poverty a11eviation．By dealing with endogenous problems and building

dynamic panel data model，we find that the conclusions of this paper are robust．Therefbre， improving the

design of poverty aIleviation by fiscaI policy and promoting the targeted poverty alleviation is the key to

achieving poverty a11eviation in 11lral areas．

Key words：targeted poverty alleviation；fiscal policy；poveny；nlral

Spatial Pattern and Differentiation Evolution of Re2ional Economic Connection

and Innovatjon Connection in Zh￡iiang Province (36)

Xu Mengzhou，Pan Jiadong

(尸打印Sc^oof o厂Z危e“吼g片o”inci击Commi￡把e o厂C．PC，日讲z解^oⅡ3，』』2，)

Abstract：The paper adopts modified gravity model and social network analysis to study spatial pattern

and diff色rentiation evolution of regional economic connection and innovation connection f}om 2002 to 2017，

which reaches the conclusion that Zheiiang’s innovation evolutjon is much more active nlan economics and

the network of innoVation has been changed a lot．The endogenous driVing fbrce fbr the high—quality econom—

ic deVelopment of t11e urban ag出omeration around Hangzhou bay is increasing， for Ningbo’s innovation

patent has changed fI．om“high一10w”to“high—high”，Jiaxing is on the way to“high—high”from“high—low”，

and Huzhou is from“low一10w”to“high—low”．Wenzhou and Taizhou’s innovation connections are much more

weakness than economic connections，fbr Wenzhou’s innovation patent changes from“high—low”to“10w—low”．
At the same time．some areas have weakened their economic and innovation connections．such as Zhoushan

and Ningbo，Jinhua and Shaoxing，Quzhou，which leads Zhoushan and Jinhua to relatively isolated states．

This paper proposes the suggestion that activity of regional innovation links need fhll attention and innovation

elements should be optimized the allocation to promote regional integration．

Key words：economic connection；innovation connection；spatial pattern；differentiation evolution

Decisionism，Presidential Constitutional Dictatorship，and Concrete order：

A Re—study of Carl Schmitt’s Early PoUtical and Judicial Theory (45)
Li Zhehan

(尸危ifosop^y，邢￡如M把，Z危P托ong 4c(zde，，}y o厂50c矗以5ciences，￡fn懈九D“3，DDD7)
Abstract：There is no doubt that Carl Schmitt is the most creative and innuential political and judicial

theorist in the first half of the twentieth centuIv．0bviouslv，he is alwavs inteI|preted and misinterpreted bv

his contemporaries and vounger generation， because of his research field is ref色n·ed to manv subiects， his

theoretical and political standpoints often changed，and also his close relationship to the real politics．Con．

sidering the background of his age and the inner development of his theoIv synthetically，we could“nd the

underlying consistency of his theoretical and political standpoints， namely he alwavs keeps tIving to find a

gmund fbr the gmundless modernity—nihi“sm world eagerIy．His consistency could not onIv explain the devel．

opment of his early political and iudicial theorv，but also his actual actions．Actually，what Schmitt did belong
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to the syndmme of the modern Gernlan inteUigentsia，and who could not acclimatize themselves to the modern

world．As a conclusion，we could achieve the disenchantment and inner critique to Schmitt only in this way．

Key words：Carl Schmitt；decisionism；presidential constitutional dictatorship；concrete order

The Power of AIgorithm：Application and Regulation (52)
Chen Peng

(Loz口5c危oof，A凡^“i A19rr，}耐E，ni口e，苫i钞，1形M危u 24J7DD2)

Absrtact：The arrival of the big data era and the major breakthrough of the deep leaming algorithm，

promotes the continuous expansion of artificial intelligence application scene and the deepening of applica·

tion，the State and society’s dependence on the algorithm is deepening，as one of the cornerstones of artificial

inteUigence algorithm also presents a certain power characteristics．The power representation of the algorithm
is technical power，which has I．emarkable effect on the timely perception of public opinion，the effective re-

sponse of govemance demand，the precise setting of policy agenda and the accuI．ate evaluation of government

perfbrmance，and proVides the possibility of restricting power by power fbr the operation of social regulation

of the State apparatus．At the same time，behind the power of the algorithm also lurks the power of capital，

Capital uses its technical adVantages in data and algorithms，there is the possibility of applying algorithms to

dictatorship and promote data hegemony，national sovereignty faces profbund challenges of capital，and the

pattern of global goVernance is also facing profbund changes．For the regulation of algorithm power，it is nec—

essary not only fbr countries to make efforts to ensure data seeurity and reduce the dependence of algorithm

technology on c印ital，but also for countries to actively cooperate，constmct the algorithm govemance system

at the 910bal level and continuously improve the global algorithm governance mechanism．

Key words：algorithm；power；application；regulation

The Use and IUsk Control of the Interest Measurement in the Criminal Justice (59)

Wu Lian西un
(￡mo Sc^oof，H反n肌(m西e瑙i押。H反后o“57D228)

Abstract： The measure of interest is the inevitable requirement of res01ving connicts of interest in

criminal iustice adiudication，and the imponant method of solving difficult cases．The measure of interest is

also the path of the unification of legal effect and social efkct， and also the requirement of the substantive

side of the 1egal doct“ne of the crime．Compared with the measurement of interests in sentencing，the mea．

surement of interests in conViction is more significant．Whether it is the judgment of the conformance of con—

stitutiVe elements，or the judgment of illegality or responsibility，there is room for the use of interest mea-

surement．Measure the appropriate use of interests，is not in compliance with the operating steps of a stylized

completely， but on whether to accurately grasp the “benefit analysis”and “measure”the two key links．

Ought to say，the interests of the measure to judge the subjectivity of jhe natural dependence，contains un-

certainty inherent risk，it should actiVely provide interest measure in the application of criminal judicial ref_

eree a binding f}amewDrk to control the risk．The risk control of the benefit measurement in the criminal ius．
tice adjudication should abide by the legal doctrine of the crime，fbllow the social consensus orientation，and

strengthen the procedural restriction．

Key words： interest measurement；criminal justice；legal doctrine of crime； social consensus；proce-

dura】r．estrjctjon

on the Insurability of PuIlitive Damages and lts Expa吣ion (69)
Wu Yiwen，Zhao Yaning

(Sc危oof o厂Lo加，肜“矗讲t(，几而e，苫i￡y，形M^c玑43DD72)

Abstract：Under the background that the insurabilitv of punitive damages has been universally denied

by the insurance marke￡， there is great theoretical and practical signi矗cance to research on the issue of

punitiVe damages’ insurability．The insurability of punitive damages can be demonstrated 1．rom two aspects：

one is the theory and practice of insurance law， the other is svstem benefits and p01icv considerations．On

one hand，the insurable arrangement not onlv complies with the general insurance law mles that liabilitv in．

surance onlv coverS civil compensation liabilitv and harms caused bv intentional acts are not covered， but

also does not lead to extra iudicial difbculties．On the other hand，the insurable arrangement does not mate．
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“ally af玷ct the punishment and deterrence fhnctions of punitive damages， and compared with the uninsur．

able aⅡangement，it is more in line with social public order，and helps to promote public interests．In addi—

tion， the f色atures of liability insurance result in that the general mle that hanns caused by intentional acts

are not coVered should not apply to liability insurance．So，the insurability of punitive damages is supposed

to be expanded funher．However， in order to prevent too heavy obligation of risk cove“ng ftom threatening

the survival of insurance market， it’s essential to grant insurers a statutoIV right to recover f}om the infen．

tional insureds after they have paid insurance benefits，so that the interests of all parties in third party insur—

ance can be better balanced．

Key words：punitiVe damages；insurability；1iability insurance；insurer’s right of recoVery

The DeVeIopment of Leisure Studies in the West：Renection and EnHghte珈ment

Pang Xuequan，Cheng Xiang

(80)

(A sio觑狮c I％n￡，P扣r￡^e S￡u(耖Q厂￡e厶“re，zh巧矗z，皤U凡i∥e，sif)，，乒，o嘴^oM 3JDD28)

Abstract：Although Leisure Studies has achieved the discipline constnJction in the west，it still faces

chaUenges， which are embodied in： the continuing academic debates， the arduous journey of coUegial

leisure education，and the misunderstanding of public perception．By reViewing the history of leisure studies，

this paper explores the mot causes of the chaUenges。and concludes that the“intersectionality”of the disci．

pline promotes the development of leisure studies from scratch， but objectiVely also brings chaIIenges to the

deVelopment of the discipline．In order to pmmote the healthy deVelopment of leisure studies in China，it is

necessary to stren甜hen the studv of the ontology of 1eisure studies，introduce the western earlv leisure stud．

ies and the European leisure studies， and try to establish the concept and theoretical system of Chinese

Ieisure studies．

Key words：leisure studies；chaUenges；interdisciplinary _

Interpretation of Leisure Core Elements fI．om the Perspective of Social Relations：

Constl‘uction on the Relationship between Leisure and Iden“ty (87)

Peng Fei

(Sc^oof o厂?10“r如，n Mon(堵e玎}en￡，JsMn l，m—sen(胁i口ersi￡y，GuⅡ噼危o“5，0275)
Abstract： In traditional leisure studies， more emphases were put on f}eedom and authenticitv of

leisure， while ignoring its root in lif宅and social relations．In this paper， we hoped t()fbcus on the impor—

tance of others through identity perspective， making it as a balanced supplement to the core elenlents of

leisure．It was difficult to achieve“f}eedom f}om constraints”because of role and identitv in societv．Freedom

was an important condition for 1eisure，leisure was embodied from initiative as weU．From the perspective of

identifv。self—identitv was not onlv based on their inner love，bul also taking consideration on social identitv

and individual goal expectation．While social identitv promoted self-achievement and was nlore open and de．

VeIopmental．In aU，the purpose of 1eisure identity was to realize the biggest unity of individual leisure value

and social value evaluation instead of blind identity．Thus，one could “become human—being”through the

process of leisure communication and identity interaction．

I<ey words：leisure；identity；leisure identitv；identity value

The“Chinese Paradigm”of Building World—cIass Discip¨nes：

Value Construction and Practice Path (95)

Zhao Yuan

(zb巧i珊曙【梳如e舟i秒可』l匏d协肌d CbmmⅡnicmion：n％，舻i∞增，日帆铲^oM 3，00』8)
Abstract： Chinese political system，cultural background and spiritual temperament，social development

stage and strategic fbcus， governance stnJcture of higher education，universitv tradition have exerted a Dro—

found influence on the constlllction of worJd—class disciplines．In the new era， building world—class disci．

plines in China should establish the“Chinese discourse”and“Chinese standards”of world—class disciplines

evaluation．This studv explores the“Chinese Model”and“Chinese Svstem”of world—class discipline gover．

nance，the “China Ecology”of world—class discipline and the path innovation of strengthening world—class

discipline．With the “Chinese paradigm”of world—class discipline，we can build the core competitiveness of

worId—class discipline in China， accelerate the comprehensive strength of higher education， and pmvide
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strong talent support and intellectual guarantee for the realization of the‘‘two centenary goals”．

Key words：building world—class djsciplines；value constmction；development model；practice path

A Discu鹳ion on Innuential Effect of International Students’Education on China
——_A Case Study of the Trade Relatio璐llips of the Countries along“One Belt One Road”(103)

Yuan Qing
(A c以e哗Q厂日“蚴眈s吼d SDc以&ie凡ces，觋e面帆g№西e瑚咖，日帆昭^o“3JD∞8)

AbstI。act：Based on the yearly “Brief slatistic repon on Interna石onal sfudents in China"compjled by
the Department of International Education and Cooperation，]ⅥinistIV of Education，this paper teases out the

status of the education of intemational students from the countries along the routes of‘‘One Belt One Road’’
Initia“ve as well as that of the development of bilateral trade relationships．It maintains that the development
of international students’education in China has a high degree of complementarity．It also nlakes a quantita．

tiVe estimation of the innuential efkct of education of intemational students on Chinese fbreign trade and

proVides some policy suggestions．

Key words：international students in China；trade；education；“One Belt One Road’’Initiative

The Written History for A Well—l【Ilown Mountain
——On Huang Zongxi’s A Record of Siming Mountain (11 2)

Tang Min

((狮ce Q厂Loc出(流r0凡ic如s，Z危巧iong 4c翻如，ny Q厂5bci以Sciences，日Ⅱn静危oM 3JDDD7)

Abstracts：Siming Mountain written by Huang Zongxi，a great leamed man at the end of the Qing Dy．
nasty， is the onIy book about the mountain， a very famous one in Eastem Zheiiang Province．During the

change of the regime between the Qing and Ming Dynasties，the author wrote the book with his strong aca．

demic {．oundation， rigorous scholarship and especially，profbund love fbr the mountain and water in his

hometown．The book was also finished on the basis of his studying many books and 6eld trips．The special

historical backgmund pIus the author’s patriotism has provided the book with the value of a document and a

poetic Ibature and therefore it stands out among the records of mountains．

Key words：A Record of Siming Mountain；Huang ZongXi；patriotism；poetic feature

Printed Japanese Hongren Edition of Wen Guan Ci Lin and
The Complete Texts from Jin Dynasty

Lin Jiali。He Mali

(D印硎撇m Q厂劬妇se￡吼肛q妒∞d眈e删“re，劢e“肌g踟觇m泐，日帆昭^o“3J『DD2鳓
Abstract：Printed Japanese Hongren Edition of Wen Guan Ci Lin collects fiftv—seven anicles from the

Jin Dynasty and one only had title in addition，which are of great documentaIv and historical value．Compar—

ing with The Complete Texts from Jin Dynasty in Yan Kejun’s Complete Texts f而m Xia，Shang，Zhou，Oin
and Han Dynasties，Three Kingdoms Period and Six Dynasties， Ci Lin supplements entire and fragmentary

passages．Ci Lin and Yan’s work mutually enhance proponion of integrated texts，that is helpfhl fbr coITect．

ing diIlerent chamcters in passages．The passages from the Jin Dynasty in the Japanese Hongren Edition，in．

cJude many literary ion_11s such as ode， epitaph， imperial edict， Jjao prose， jmpedal order．For example，
0de to the Campaign against the Shu Kingdom written by Cao Pi，which is a literaIv creation under imDor．

tant historical eVents and is of great value．For some other examples，both Epitaph of Jiang Zhou’s(；ovemor
Yu Yi written by Zhang Wang and Epitaph of Xu Zhou’s Governor Wang Tanzhi written bv Fu Tao are the

epitaphs of famous ministers in the Eastern Jin Dynasty，which are not fbund in other texts．Although Epi．

taph of Jjang Zhou’s Governor Yu Bin wrjtten by Sun Chuo is included in Yan’s work， the content of the

text is incomplete．Luckily， Ci Lin provides the masterpiece of epitaph master in the Eastern Jin Dvnastv．

thaf is commendable and worchy of fhr【her inVestigation．

Key words：Wen Guan Ci Lin；The Complete Texts from Jin Dvnastv；proofreader；literarv value

A Brief Account of the Pragmatic Expression Mode of Government Affairs New Media (1 29)

Wang Jianhua，Zhou Yi

(疡巧io愕踟如e邶i￡y Q厂＆ie凡ce觎d死c^nofogy，日矾铲^ou 3J0023)
Abstract：The expression mode of 1inguistic application in govemment affairs new media refbrs to the
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speech act mode constll】cted， according to certain pragmatic intentions， with multi—modal discourses in a

networked and digitized context，fbaturing con’esponding fhnctions and characteristics．0bjectivity， genera—

tivity and relevance are its outstanding features．There are diversified pragmatic expression modes．Given the

three elements of pragmatics research，the first level can be divided into three categories： expression modes

based on pragmatic intention，pragmatic caH。ier and pragmatic approach．The second level，deriving f}om the

6rst—level categodes consists of ten modes in total．The expression modes of govemment affairs new media

are interdependent and inten·elated， in which relations of division and collaboration， hierarchical fhnction

change and discourse markers etc．can be identified．

Key words：Govemment afhirs new media；pragmatic mode；nature；characteristics；relation

The DeVelopment LeVel of Jiangnan

Zhang

Economy in Kaitian Prosperous Period (1 35)

Jianguang

(Cb盯eg．e Q厂日umnn赴据s帆d GDmmMnicmiD瑚，S^耐缸Ⅳorm甜Un如e坶!桫，5^耐嘶2DD234)
Abstracts：During the Kaitian Prosperous Period of Xuanzong of Tang Dynasty，the economic develop·

ment of the nonh reached the peak of the Tang Dvnastv，while the economv of the south also showed a rising

momentum．Compared with lhe early’I、ang Dynasty，the population growth rate during Tianbao Pe订od in south

of the Yangtze River was higher than that in the north of the same period，and the population needed fbr a．

酣cultural development was preliminarily available．At that time，the number of water conservancv projects
under constn】ction in south of the Yan鼬ze River was not less than that in the nonh of the same period．Es．

peciallv the constlllction of several seawalls protected the land inside the seawall ftom being eroded bv the

salt tide．Large amount of lands could be planted and the area of reclamation was growing．During Kaivuan

Period，ag矗cultural production in the south of the Yangtze River reached high level，and la增e quantities 0f

grains were transported to the north．With the separation of Mingzhou and ten new counties，the development

of south of the Yangtze River moved f而m inland to coastal areas，and the general pattern of development had

been 6nalized in Xuanzong Period．The constn】ction of the citv walls in south of the Yangtze River has im．

proved the physical fb珊of the city，expanded the area of the urban area，increased the population and made

the commoditv economv more active．Handicraft industries in south of the Yan对ze River，such as silk and

cloth textiles and metal fbundries，were aU occupv an imponant position over the country． Because of the

rapid economic development of the south in Kaivuan Prosperous Period，after the Anshi Rebellion，south of

the Yan昏ze River could replace the nonh efkctively and quicklv，and become the center of wealth．The

southward shift of the focus of wealth after the Anshi Rebellion is not only accidental，but also historical ne-

cessity．

Key wOrds：Xuanzong of Tang Dynasty；Kaitian Prosperous Period；economy in south of Yangtze Riv—

er，pay tax by cloth jnstead of grains；populafion；water conservancy

The Gentry—Merchants in Towm and ModerIlization Transformation of Local Education：

Centered on the Nanxun Town (1 44)

Zheng Weirong

(形e，磁矗ou讹dic以E／ni口e，sity，形er配^oM 325DDD)

Abstract：The Gentry—Merchants in towns were the “motivating force”of 10cal educational moderniza．

tion．Fmm the late 1 9th century to the l 930s，on the basis of the reformation of the traditional education svs．

tem，the new school education in Nanxun town fb瑚ed a pattern of three modes：official organization—private

assistance，official initiation—priVate organization and private organization，which had a diversified develop-
ment and dynamic growth．The Gentry—Merchants were considerablv active in different stages and modes，oc．

cupying a relatively top status in the local new school education svstem．Thev maintained the occuHence and

development of the positive interaction between modem new school and economic capital’cultural education

and ideological enlightenment，and became the initiator and leader of the modemization transfbrmation of lo．

cal education．In the meantime，they acted as the promoter to make modern inteUectuals gmw into the main

fbrce of 10cal education．

Key words：the gentry—merchants；local educa“on；modernization；Nanxun town
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